Free or Cheap Apps for the iPad
Audrey Gargiullo, MS, OTR/L
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
audrey.gargiullo@choa.org

Emotions/Talk Back
Ages
3+

4+

Cost
Seller
Touch and Learn Emotions Free
Innovative
Mobile Apps
Emotions I Can Do or
$2.99
Emotions 2
I Can Do Apps,
LLC
App Title

App Description
Wonderful Photos of children and adults! Tap picture that
matches requested emotion from four choices.
Photos of Adults and Kids
Level 1: Identify stated emotion from 3 picture choices
Level 2: Look at picture, identify emotion from 3 choices
Level 3: Give scenario and tell emotion, pick correct picture
to match
Level 4: Give scenario, 3 emotions pictured and labeled,
which one correct
Level 5: Same as 4 except picture emotions not labeled

2+

Baby Emotions

$0.99
Wonderful pictures of babies displaying different emotions
I Can Do Apps, with one word captions: Happy, Sad, Scared, Calm,
LLC
Surprised, Tired

4+

Emotions and Feelings

$0.99
Joe Scrivens

3 to 8

Emotions Collection

$0.99

Draw Emotions, Select Emotions Activity, My Emotions –
Import pictures of child and identify emotions they are
exhibiting
Free version includes story Death: The Invisible Friend.
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itbook
Salvatella
editorial

Story is sad but sweet with a happy ending. Illustrations are
cute. Buy more stories for $2.99 each or whole collection
of 5 more stories for $3.99. Other stories include Anger,
Happiness, Sadness, Fear and Worry
Comes in other languages.

4+

Let’s Learn Emotions

$7.99
Everyday
Speech

ST developed. Photos of people, 15 emotions, 3 game
modes: Flashcards, Matching and Discussion, Can use your
own pictures and text, test to speech support

2+

Touch and Say

Free
Interbots

Vivid Color background with animated face. Feel-Feelings,
colors, look-directions to look different ways as eyes change
direction, silly, sing, letters, numbers, talk-repeats what you
say

3+

Talking Tom, Talking
Tom Cat 2, Talking Tom
and Ben, Talking Ginger

Free

Cats repeat what you say, engaging activities with dog
playing pranks on cat. Talking Tom Cat 2 pulls out a cell
phone, Tom repeats what you say, cell phone repeats higher,
then Tom each time higher – silly fun

Out Fit 7 ltd.

Patterns: What Comes Next
Ages

App Title

3+

Bugs and Buttons

Cost
Seller
$2.99
Little Bit

App Description
Many colorful insect activities including: Pattern of 6 items,
what next; Counting insects; pinching, Tic Tac Toe, Button
sorting and firefly sorting by colors; Bees Eyes where aim
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3+

Bugs and Bubbles

Studio, LLC.

bees at target and they stick by stinger into target, and
mazes. Some yuk factor where you smash insects to get
points.

$2.99

Many colorful insect activities including: Bubble Harvest pinch and drag bubbles to get points, increasing difficulty to
sort bubbles by color up to 3; Patterns – What color balloon
comes next, starts with 4 balloons increasing to 6,
sometimes fill in more than one balloon; Color Ninja-burst
bubbles by color; Which – tap to select requested number,
shape, spinning or still bubbles; Whack’em – only pop
empty bubbles, not bee filled ones; Matching Bubbles –
timed matching activity upper and lower case letters,
numbers; Bowling - bubble pins and pill bug balls, , Shape
Stacker, Load Balance, Racing

Little Bit
Studio, LLC.

2+

Fish School HD

$1.99
Duck Duck
Moose

Cute Graphics. Learn letters, numbers, colors and shapes by
watching colorful fish form them. Includes memory
matching game with 8 pairs of fish to find, finding different
fish (type or size). Grow fish, move fish, speed up fish

Left Right Directions
Ages

App Title

Cost
Seller

App Description
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2+

Kandy Fish

$1.99
Emantras Inc.

Color fish, match colors, solve simple color patterns do find
what comes next, and cute book includes directions, colors,
shapes and ends with fish painting rainbow.

4+

Left Right Pup

$0.99
Mrs. Judd’s
Games, LLC

Select paw print for correct direction, collect items you find,
two scenes: Beach and Park and ; sort items to right or left,
can make postcard

4+

P.O.V. Spatial Reasoning
Game and Left Right
Discrimination

$3.99
Binary Labs
LLC

Spatial Reasoning Game and Left Right Discrimination,
view 3D shapes from four vantage points, top, bottom, left
and right, correctly identify where view from, what objects
closer from different views, and match a scene, challenging!

Pinching
Ages

App Title

Cost Seller

App Description

3+

Ready to Print

$9.99
Essare LLC

Good multi-activity package with best pinching app. Must
pinch moving both index finger and thumb to merge 2 items
to form a new picture for example pinch bird and cage to get
bird in cage, pinch red and yellow to get orange, etc. Touch
and transform items like caterpillars to butterflies, oranges
to juice, etc. Matching shapes from 2 up to 6 with their
outlines; simple mazes, dot to dot, tracing letters and
numbers, free drawing

3+

Dexteria

$3.99
BinaryLabs

Tap it: Practice isolated Finger movements by tapping
shapes good for training typing, too
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Pinch it: Pinch the crabs to make them disappear,
Write it: Trace letters upper and lower case and numbers.
Arrow guides for correct direction to draw and where to
start
2 to 5

Dexteria Jr.

$2.99
Binary Labs

Squish the Squash: double tap to squish moving squash,
good finger pointing
Trace & Erase: Draw within lines of simple to complex
paths, (similar to Beery VMI) reward when erase, see
picture of you!
Pinch the Pepper: pincer skills

2 to 5

Dexteria VPP or Dexteria
Jr. VPP

$9.99
Binary Labs

3+

Shelby’s Quest

$4.99
Doodle
Therapy Apps
for OT

Same activities as above but multi-user versions that allow
buying 20 copies or more with Apple Volume Purchase
Program and can track multiple students’ data
Mazes: Easy level one path only starting with straight lines
to increasingly curved path
Pinching and sorting activity: pinch acorns and drag into
basket sorting by color
Shapes: Trace inside shapes
All activities have 3 levels of difficulty

3+

Bugs and Bubbles or Bugs $2.99 each
Little Bit
and Bubbles
Studio, LLC.

Full Descriptions in Pattern section above
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Picture Schedules, Timers and School Tools
Cost
Seller
Free 2
Students,
$24.99 for 20
students
$1.99
Alisha Forrest

App Description

$1.99
SixAxis LLC
$4.99
Time Timer
LLC

Set Timer with 2 touches; Hours Minutes, Seconds.24 ringer
tones to choose
Red Silent timer or audible alarm that sounds until tap ok to
stop; 10 seconds to 10 hours; clock mode lets you see what
time it will be when your time is up; view up to 4 times at
once

My Daily Schedule,
Recall My Day and Learn
Calendar Concepts

$4.99
I get it apps

Behavioral and Social Story app creates personalized
schedules for children. The app allows you to add photos,
add titles, and check off activities when they are complete

5+

myHomework Student
Planner

Free
Rodrigo Neri

Track classes, homework, tests and assignments,
calendar display, Supports time, block and period-based
schedules, Universal app (both iPhone, iPad and iPod touch

4+

Wait4it

$1.99
Pyramid
Educational

Visual Tool for children who have mastered Phase I and II
of PECS to help them successfully wait and tolerate delay

Ages

App Title

Adult

Schedule My IEP

3+

First and Then

4+

Timer+ Touch HD

4+

Time Timer

4+

Plan Year IEP Paperwork Due Dates

Simple app that uses a board with photos to show that one
activity must happen before the next can occur
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Consultants,
Inc
Sign Language
Ages

App Title

Cost Seller

App Description

3+

Bath Time Bubbles or

$5.99 each

Morning Breakfast

Marblesoft

Talking with Baby series by Marsha Peterson, illustrated by
Shawn McCann with around 20 core words with visual
symbol in American Sign Language (ASL) designed around
a daily activity

Baby Sign and Learn ASL

Free/ $2.99
The trustee
for Trading
Mateom
Investments
Trust

Cute Animated Toddlers make signs while saying words,
letters and numbers. Categories in paid version include
animals, colors, feelings, food, nature, play time, places,
people and occasions. Free version has about half items.

Free/$1.99 for
1 more or 3
songs for
$2.99

Free Version: Cute Animated Toddler sings and signs
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star.

3+

V1.2

3+

Sign and Sing – ASL
Nursery Rhymes

Baby Sign and
Learn
4+

Marlee Signs

Free/ $1.99 in

Academy award winning deaf actress Marlee Martin teaches
Sign Language
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4+

Sign Language
Dictionary! HD

app packs
MEDL Mobile,
Inc.
Videos of 1000 words in ASL.
$5.99
Everyday
ASL.com
Switch Adaptive Apps or can buy Switch Version
Cost
Seller
$16.99
Inclusive
Technology
Ltd.

Ages

App Title

3+

Big Bang Patterns

4+

Train Tracker 1.0

$2.99
Inclusive
Technology

Specially designed high contrast patterns for children with low
vision including cerebral visual impairments. 4 sets of animated
patterns containing 12 different animations each with a choice of
music or sound effects. One and two switch access options for
choice making or direct cause and effect.
Switch Adaptive App for one or two switches. Choose one of
four train engines. Build a train track and hit play. Train will
drive on track. Can take picture.

4+

Switch Accessible
Mazes- Lite Version/
Beginner,
Intermediate or
Advanced

Free/$7.99
each
Judy Lynn
Software

2 switch accessible with step-scanning, 1 switch autoscan or
touching screen directly. Data automatically saved and viewable
to monitor progress. 12 mazes per full version. Lite Version has
sample maze from each level.

3+

Switch Kids Lite/
Switch Kids

$0.99/$9.99

Cause and Effect. Touch anywhere on screen to activate (screen
acts like one switch): Funny Sounds and Faces, Bubble Gum
(pops on face after blow bubble by tapping screen), Build-A-Kid
(tap screen to gradually build and cloth a child, no choices boy

MarblesoftSimtech

App Description
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4+

Ages
3+
3+

I Can Help

$9.99
Marblesoft

or girl or outfit).
Full Version works with keyboard or up to four switches for
multiple-choice cause and effect.
Stories for early readers that promote helping others in school,
neighborhood and community. Uses symbol stix symbols.
Have core vocabulary games at 3 levels. Can customize for low
vision, scan prompts auditory reinforcement and built-in auto
and 2-switch step scanning.

Writing, Typing, Letters
Recommend Using Stylus to work on mature writing grasp, can get regular size or large
App Title
App Description
Cost
Seller
Ready to Print
Full Description in Pinching Section
$9.99
Essare LLC
Elmo Loves ABCs Lite/
Trace the upper and lower case letters, videos of 3 words
Free/$4.99
Sesame
Full
that start with letter, color pictures, simple hide and seek of
Workshop
items (under bubbles, balloons, leaves), alphabet song with
APPS
words and animations and other versions, letter game

4+

Endless Alphabet

Entertaining Spelling/Letter Recognition Game. Monsters
$6.99
Originator Inc. come knock away all the letters for a word. You must put
the letters back where they belong matching them to their
letter outline. Cute animation and sounds. Also give
definition of words

4+

Dexteria

$3.99

Full Description in Pinching Section
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4+

LetterReflex/LetterReflex
VPP

Binary Labs
$3.99/$9.99

Help with overcoming letter and number reversals. Two
games, 1) tilt screen to make marble land in circle to
complete correct lower case letter and 2) flip it, swipe
numbers or letters on screen until all are oriented correctly.
VPP Version for multiple user tracking 20 or more copies
Apple Volume Purchase

Binary Labs

4+

iReadWrite

$19.99
TextHelp

Reading and Writing Support with text to speech, dynamic
highlighting and word prediction. No Wi-Fi or 3G access
Necessary.

4+

Keyboarding Without
Tears

Free Version provides sample of different activities
inducing Mat Man Shapes, Puzzle Pieces, Target Practice,
Build a Keyboard, Curtain Call and The Label Maker. Each
grade has about 25 different lesson formats

4+

Type Fun Lite and Type
Fun

Free/$6.50
per year per
kid OR $12
per year per
kid including
HWT
workbook
Free/$0.99
Rudie
Ekkelenkamp

4+

Typ-O Writing is for
Everybody

$4.99/$14.99

Word Prediction with synthetic voices read choices before
select, spelling error model, Type to speech

4+

TapTyping -Typing
Trainer Suite

Free/$3.99
Flairfy LLC

Compatible with Bluetooth keyboards, Beginner-advanced
programs, add special courses: Alice’s Adventures in

Cute Graphics, type the words, give WPM and accuracy
ratings, no lessons. OT Designed. Teaches typing (some
spelling), on-screen key board with needed letters
highlighted. Lite version very limited word list.
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Wonderland, US History

Drawing, Painting and Coloring
Recommend Using Stylus to work on mature writing grasp, can get regular size or large
2+

Kandy Fish

$1.99
Emantras Inc.

Full Description in Left Right Directions Section

3+

Glow Doodle

$0.99
Y LAU

Simple Drawing app with beautiful glowing colors

3+

Drawing Carl

Free/$2.99
Tayasyui

Paint, Markers, stamps, stickers, mirror mode, import
photos

3+

Heydooda! Dot to Dot

Free/$0.99
Zeec Gmbit

Connect Dots to make animated pictures, dots get larger to
show correct direction (no numbers or letters to guide),
when complete, pictures fill in and make sounds; buy more
picture sets for $0.99 each

2 to 5

Dexteria Jr.

Full Description in Pinching Section

3+

Shelby’s Quest

4+

Magic Fingers! Lite/Full
Version

$2.99
Binary Labs
$4.99
Doodle
Therapy Apps
for OT
Free/$1.99

Full Description in Pinching Section

Create colorful layered patterns, 50 effects and 3 songs to
choose from for background in Lite Version. Full version
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gets rid of adds and provides 20 more effects.
Mazes
Ages

App Title

3+

Olly The Little White Van

4+

3+

Kids Car Mazes- Lite
Version/
Level 1 and Level 2
Shelby’s Quest

3+

Ready to Print

2 to 5

Dexteria Jr.

Cost
Seller
Free
Complete
Control

App Description

Free/$0.99
Judy Lynn
Software
$4.99
Doodle
Therapy Apps
for OT
$9.99
Essare LLC
$2.99
Binary Labs

Cute graphics and music
Delivery Race – Simple street maze, Help Olly pick up all his
deliveries
Fix-It Fix the van and ice cream truck by moving
replacement pieces to repair
12 mazes per full version. Lite Version has sample maze
from each level. Must hit wall before change directions.
Full Description in Pinching Section

Full Description in Pinching Section
Full Description in Pinching Section

Puzzles
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Most Puzzle Drag pieces in place by touch and slide motion

Ages

App Title

3+

Cookie Doodle
(Also Cake Doodle, Cup
Cake Doodle, Tie Dye
Doodle, etc)

Cost
Seller
$0.99
Shoe the
Goose

App Description

Place 3 pieces in wood form board by choice of settings:
drag and drop or touch. Free version includes shapes. Many
other sets to buy for $0.99 each include food, toys, animals,
colors, upper and lower case alphabet, Hebrew Alphabet
and School. Pieces presented one at a time. Once place a
piece, another piece appears.

Make Cookies by selecting dough, mixing ingredients ,
mixing, rolling out, cutting shapes, decorating, baking,
putting together 20 piece puzzle of cookies and eating
cookies

2+

Matching Puzzle for Kids

Free/$0.99
Judy Lynn
Software, Inc.

4+

Puzzle Marker For Kids:
Create Your Own Jigsaw
Puzzles From Pictures

Free/$1.99
Free app comes with ability to make 4 x 9 piece puzzles
Scott Adelman Full version adds 16 more puzzles and ability to delete
Apps Inc.
puzzles and change the number of pieces to 12,16, 20 or 24
pieces

3+

Trucks Jigsaw Lite/Full

3+

Shape Builder – the
Preschool Learning Puzzle
Game

Free/$1.99
Apps Kids
Love - LLC
$0.99
Murtha
Design Inc.

Option to set 4-6, 9-12. 16-20 pieces, animation truck when
complete puzzle; puts pieces on top of puzzle
Preschool Learning Puzzles, 5-10 pieces side by side fit in
shape, always takes back to where you ended.
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3+

Grandpa’s Workshop

$1.99
Fair Lady
Media

Puzzles 7 piece, measure wood with tape measure, select
tool, videos about tools, find difference, fractions – cut
board in half or thirds

4+

Train Tracker 1.0

$2.99
Inclusive
Technology

Switch Adaptive App. for one or two switches. Choose one
of four train engines. Build a train track and hit play. Train
will drive on track. Can take picture.

2-5

Monkey Preschool
Lunchbox

$1.99
THUP Games

4 piece puzzles of fruit, find different fruit ¼, touch fruit
starts with letter, earn stickers, identify shapes (1/4 choices),
counting, find all one color fruit, match fruit memory game
(4 pairs, 8 choices)

Hidden Pictures/Sorting/Matching
Ages

App Title

Cost Seller

App Description

4+

What Does Not Belong

Free/$1.99
Brain-go LLC

Colorful photos. Sorting items, drag photo that doesn’t
belong to trash can lid and hold until accepts item.

3+

Bugs and Bubbles or Bugs
and Buttons

$2.99 each
Little Bit
Studio, LLC.

Full Descriptions in Pinching Section

3+

Sorting Machine

Organize items by smallest to largest, shortest to tallest

4+

Kindergarten Pattern

Free/$0.99
F Permadi
$0.99

Choosing what comes next in pattern
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Recognition

Nth Fusion
LLC

4+

Kids Trucks Preschool
Learning

Free Version Identify shapes, full version also includes
Free/$1.99
Scott Adelman colors, numbers, and letters upper and lower case. Cute
Apps Inc.
truck graphics that push away items on screen, fireworks for
rewards

2+

Sorting Game

4+

Mystery USA! HD

Free/$2.99
My First App
Ltd
$2.99
Selectsoft

Two sorting activities free; Sort fruit from pastries or
butterflies from water animals; buy more
Seek and Find Hidden Object Puzzles, timed or not. Nice
photos of scenes with an assortment of unrelated items to
sort for. Can try it timed or untimed.

Music
Ages

App Title

3+

Awesome Xylophone

2+

Peeping Musicians, v1.1

Cost
Seller
Free/$1.99
Tharts

App Description

$2.99
Inclusive
Technology

Tap various musicians as they peep partially in the screen,
they come out and play. Wide variety of instruments and

Very colorful, nice sound. Tap screen to make music with
one or two fingers/2 mallets
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styles of music from country to jazz to classical
2+

Baby’s Musical Hands

A simple music-making app that rewards babies and
$0.99
Streaming
toddlers with musical sounds and colorful starbursts
Colour Studios whenever they touch the screen. The iPad version features
15 squares that produce different piano, guitar, and
percussion sounds,

3+

Singing Fingers

Free
Beginner’s
Mind

Hit record, makes some noise and paint on screen with
bright rainbow colors. When you trace your picture, you
here your sounds.

4+

Beatbox Lite/Beatbox
Deluxe

Free/$1.99
Beatbox!
By Obie Leff

Colorful animated dancers, and 5 background tracks. Good
for tweens and teens.

Books
Ages

App Title

1-4

The Monster at the
End of the Book

2+

Kandy Fish

Cost
Seller
$4.99
Sesame
Workshop
Apps
$1.99

App Description
Sesame Street’s Grover Monster Interactive book, cause and
effect, fun

Full Description in Left Right Directions Section
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Emantras Inc.
2+

Nighty Night HD

3+

Tiny Tap

Ages

App Title

5+

Wake the Cat

3+

Mr. Potato Head
Create and Play
Missy Sticky
Animals for iPad

3+

4+

Toca Hair Salon 2

3+ for counting, 4+ for Little Digits Finger
addition/subtraction
Counting

$2.99
Full Description in Calming Section
Fox and Sheep
GmbH
Free
Create Simple Book games, Download Book games others
Tiny Tap Ltd
have made. You can edit them and add your own voice and
photos. Website updating with new book games
frequently. Login to access
Miscellaneous
App Description

Cost
Seller
$2.99
Chillingo LTD

Logic puzzles: roll the yarn to wake up the cat. Blue items
in scenes turn on or off/start or stop including trains, fans
and track pieces. Magic slippers and vortexes add to the
fun
$4.99
Create a variety of Mr. and Mrs. Potato Heads, put them in
Originator Inc a variety of settings for animated fun
$1.99
4 Scenes: Farm, Undersea, Duck Pond, African Plain with
Matthew
beautiful stickers touch and drag to place in the scene, can
Maddock
do multiple applications of each sticker
$2.99
Just for Fun app with cute graphics, pick one of two men or
Toca Boca AB two women, wash, dry, cut, comb, grow, straighten, curl
and color hair
$2.99
Math App, Cute graphics, Counting number of fingers child
Cowly Owl Ltd places on screen, also simple addition and subtraction
problems which you answer by placing correct number of
fingers on screen
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4+

Dexteria Dots 2Fine Motor Skills
and Math
Concepts
Lumosity

4+

Ages

App Title

$2.99
BinaryLabs,
Inc.

Math Concepts less than, greater than, equal to, addition
and subtraction. Two activities: Make 2 Equal size dots and
compare dots. Track and email progress reports

Free/$11.99 a
month/$59.99
a year
Lumos Labs,
Inc.

Variety of games designed by neuroscientists to keep brain
agile and improve cognitive function, includes pattern
recognition, memory, peripheral vision, flexible thinking
(color/word match) and complex memory, (top odd/even,
bottom vowel or consonant)

Cost
Seller

3+

MeMoves

3+

Sensory Treat

All Ages

Koi Pond HD

Calming
App Description

$9.99
Trace patterns with fingers to calm music, patterns from
Thinking
simple lines to complex drawing squares in opposite
Moves LLC directions with each hand. Fine motor version of MeMoves
DVD ($59.99) to help people calm and focus.
See http://thinkingmoves.com for more info
3 Months
See http://www.sensorytreat.com/ for more information
$14.99, 6
and demonstration
Months
Set up Sensory Diet to address different sensory needs.
$29.99 Can help simplify parent home program from occupational
12 Months
therapist
$35.99
Sensory Treat
Ltd.
Free/$1.99 Wind Chimes, Tap water and hear sound, tap turtles and go
The Blimp
in shell, head, arms and legs emerge short time later
Pilots
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All Ages

Fish Fingers
3D Interactive
Aquarium

Free/$0.99
Useless
Creations Pty
Ltd

2 and up

Nighty Night HD

2 and up

White Noise
Ambience HD

Free/$2.99
Logicworks

2 and up

Music Healing HD or
Music Healing Babies

Free/$0.99
without
XME Inc.

Free version has annoying onscreen ads. Double tap to
feed colorful fish, hold finger on screen and fish swim to
you, they follow your finger across the screen

$2.99 Very cute and Calming. Turn off lights and wish each animal
Fox and Sheep
good night. Be sure to touch animals several times before
GmbH turning out light for animal sounds and animation. Add ons
$0.99 each
4+ Bowls HD - Authentic
$1.99 Calming Sounds, touch or run finger around edge of bowls,
Tibetan Singing Bowls
Oceanhouse
touch bells and finger cymbals to hear one or several
Media, Inc.
sounds at a time
Many lovely photos, lots of calming sounds, some sound
may want to use to desensitize kids like vacuum cleaner,
clocks, fans
Calming sounds and pictures, not as much variety as White
Noise above,

Free or Cheap Apps for the iPad
Audrey Gargiullo, MS, OTR/L
audrey.gargiullo@choa.org
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